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Electron acceleration to ultrarelativistic energies in a collisionless oblique
shock wave
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Department of Physics, Nagoya University, Nagoya 464-8602, Japan
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Electron motion in an oblique shock wave is studied by means of a one-dimensional, relativistic,
electromagnetic, particle simulation code with full ion and electron dynamics. It is found that an
oblique shock can produce electrons with ultrarelativistic energies; Lorentz factors withg*100
have been observed in our simulations. The physical mechanisms for the reflection and acceleration
are discussed, and the maximum energy is estimated. If the electron reflection occurs near the end
of a large-amplitude pulse, those particles will then be trapped in the pulse and gain a great deal of
energy. The theory predicts that the electron energies can become especially high at certain
propagation angles. This is verified by the simulations. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electron acceleration has been an important issue
plasma physics and astrophysics. In solar physics, for
stance, the acceleration of electrons as well as of ions
received a great deal of attention; in solar flares, gamma
with energies of several tens of mega-electron-volts, wh
are emitted by the bremsstrahlung from the high-energy e
trons, are often observed.1,2 In astrophysics, much more en
ergetic electrons have been discussed. From the observa
of x rays and gamma rays, it is now believed that electr
with energies up to;100 TeV are produced by a shell-typ
supernova remnant SN 1006.3,4 It is also believed that in the
Crab Nebula high-energy electrons accelerated up to;100
TeV are produced by the pulsar wind.5 Theories based on th
Fermi acceleration model have been proposed to accoun
these high-energy phenomena.6,7 As for laboratory plasmas
in an attempt to realize plasma-based accelerators, the
tron acceleration in a relativistic space charge wave has b
intensively studied by simulations and experiments.8

Ion acceleration in a magnetosonic wave has been s
ied by many authors.9–22 In a single-ion-species plasma, th
large positive potential formed in the shock region can refl
some ions and give great energies to them.9–18 In a multi-
ion-species plasma such as space plasmas, some of the
jority ions ~hydrogen! can also gain energies by the sam
mechanism. Furthermore, the transverse electric field in
shock wave can accelerate all particles of all kinds of~mi-
nority! heavy ions to nearly the same speed.19,20 In addition,
in a turbulent plasma where particles can interact with m
different large-amplitude magnetosonic pulses, some e
getic ions can be further accelerated by a differ
mechanism.21 These processes have been extensively stu
by theory and particle simulation by many authors and h
been applied to the production of high-energy particles
solar flares and interplanetary shocks.9–20

Strong electron acceleration in shock waves, howe
has not been shown by particle simulations. In this paper
will theoretically and numerically study electron motion in
3071070-664X/99/6(8)/3076/10/$15.00
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magnetosonic shock wave propagating obliquely to a m
netic field. We will show that an oblique shock can produ
ultrarelativistic electrons. The preliminary result has been
ported in Ref. 23.

In Sec. II, we outline some basic properties of obliq
shocks. In Sec. III, we theoretically discuss the possibility
electron reflection. If electrons are reflected near the end
the main pulse, then after the reflection they can have g
energies in the main pulse.

Several authors discussed stationary pulse solutions
the nonlinear magnetosonic waves.24–27 However, if the
magnetic field is rather strong so thatvce /vpe*1, where
vce is the electron cyclotron frequency andvpe is the plasma
frequency, or if the amplitude is quite large, then the pu
propagation is not perfectly stationary;13,14 small-amplitude
fluctuations are generated in and around the main pu
Even though the potential is positive in the main pulse in
shock wave, the electron reflection studied in this paper
occur in such a nonstationary pulse.

In Sec. IV, we estimate the maximum energy of a
flected electron and discuss its dependence on plasma pa
eters. In Sec. V, we further study the electron acceleration
using a one-dimensional~one space coordinate and three v
locity components!, relativistic, electromagnetic, particl
simulation code with full ion and electron dynamics. It w
be shown that some electrons can be reflected near the e
the main pulse and are trapped in the shock region. In
simulations, an appreciable number of electrons have e
giesg.100, whereg is the Lorentz factor. Further, we wil
examine the dependence ofg on the propagation angle an
shock speed. It is verified that, as the theory predicts, th
are special angles and shock speeds at which the elec
acceleration is especially strong. Our work is summarized
Sec. VI. In Appendix A, we describe relations among phy
cal quantities in a magnetosonic wave. In Appendix B,
give a rough estimate for the magnitude of the parallel el
tric field Ei on the basis of a simple physical picture.
6 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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II. VELOCITIES AND FIELDS IN AN OBLIQUE WAVE

We consider a magnetosonic wave propagating in thx
direction with a speedvsh in an external magnetic field in th
(x, z) plane. We assume that the field quantities depend ox
only; ]/]y5]/]z50. Then, from the equation¹–B50, it
follows that thex component of the magnetic field is con
stant,Bx5Bx0 . The other componentsBy and Bz are func-
tions ofx, and in the pulse regionBy as well asBz can have
finite values. In the wave frame where the time derivativ
are zero (]/]t50), the electric field in they direction is
constant, Ey5Ey0 , and Ez is zero. Hence we haveB
5(Bx0 ,By ,Bz) andE5(Ex ,Ey0 ,0). In Secs. II–IV, theoret-
ical analyses will be made mainly in the wave frame.

The velocity of the guiding-center position of an ele
tron, vg , may be written as

vg5~B/B!v i1vd , ~1!

with vd being the drift velocity

vd5cE3B/B22~cm/e!~B3¹B!/B2. ~2!

Here c is the speed of light,2e is the electron charge (e
.0), v i is the velocity parallel to the magnetic field, andm
is the magnetic moment

m5mev'
2 /~2B!, ~3!

with me the electron mass andv' the gyration speed perpen
dicular to the magnetic field. In the far upstream region,
have no“B drift. Also, the z component of the velocity
averaged over all the electrons in a small volume elem
must be zero,̂vgz0&50; the subscript 0 refers to the qua
tities in the far upstream region. Accordingly, from thez
component of Eq.~1! we have the average parallel velocit

^v i0&5
cEy0

B0

Bx0

Bz0
, ~4!

in the wave frame~see Fig. 1!. Also, because^vgx0&
52vsh, thex component of Eq.~1! gives

vsh52
Bx0

B0
^v i0&2

cEy0Bz0

B0
2

. ~5!

ThusEy0 is related to the shock speedvsh through

Ey052vshBz0 /c. ~6!

For definiteness, we assume thatBx0 , Bz0 , and vsh are all
positive; and thusEy0,0.

FIG. 1. Velocities and fields in the far upstream region in the wave fra
The velocity vd is Ey03B0 drift, and 2vsh is equal to average guiding
center velocity in thex direction ^vgx0&.
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The nonlinear wave theory tells us the wave structure
shock wave will have a positive electric potentialw(x). The
quantitiesw, Bz , ni , and ne have similar profiles28,29 ~see
Appendix A!; hereni , andne are the ion and electron den
sities, respectively. On the other hand,Ex andBy are propor-
tional to thex derivatives of these quantities; for instanc
Ex52]w/]x. These relations among the quantities are o
tained for small-amplitude waves. In the following theore
cal analysis, we assume that the relations are also valid
large-amplitude waves. As we will see later in Fig. 7, sim
lation results also support this assumption.

We denote byxm the x position at which the potentia
takes its maximum value; hence,Ex(xm).0 and By(xm)
.0. For later use, we also note that the quantityBz /B takes
its maximum value atx5xm ; that is, ifBz(x) is smaller than
Bz(xm), then

Bz~xm!2

Bx0
2 1Bz~xm!2

.
Bz~x!2

Bx0
2 1By~x!21Bz~x!2

. ~7!

This can be proved by the following equation:

Bz~xm!2

Bx0
2 1Bz~xm!2

2
Bz~x!2

Bx0
2 1By~x!21Bz~x!2

5
@Bz~xm!22Bz~x!2#Bx0

2 1Bz~xm!2By~x!2

@Bx0
2 1Bz~xm!2#@Bx0

2 1By~x!21Bz~x!2#
. ~8!

BecauseBz(xm) is the maximum value ofBz(x), the term
@Bz(xm)22Bz(x)2#Bx0

2 is positive. Hence the right-hand sid
of Eq. ~8! is positive.

We know the stationary, finite-amplitude solutions f
perpendicular waves.24–27 The stationary solitary wave solu
tion is valid when the magnetic field is weak,vce /vpe!1,
and when the wave amplitude is not large, 1,M,2, where
M is the Alfvén Mach number;M5vsh/vA with vA the Al-
fvén speed,vA

2 5B0
2/(4pnimi). Simulations and experiment

show that large-amplitude pulses can propagate ne
steadily, even when the amplitudes are large or the magn
fields are strong. Oblique pulses can also propagate ne
steadily. As the magnetic field becomes stronger or the w
amplitude is increased, nonstationary effects will beco
important.13,14

III. ELECTRON REFLECTION

Because the potential is usually positive in the sho
region, some of the ions can be reflected when they go up
potential. As we will see later, electrons can also be
flected; its mechanism is, however, different from that of i
reflection. We give a physical picture of the electron refle
tion.

From the nonrelativistic equation of motion for an ele
tron,

me

dv

dt
52eS E1

v3B

c D , ~9!

we have an equation for the kinetic energy in the wave fra

.
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me~v22v0
2!/25e~w2w0!2eEy0E vy dt. ~10!

Here we have used the relationEz50. The velocityv in-
cludes gyro, parallel, and drift motions.

We define lengths as

ds5~B/Bx0!vgx dt, ~11!

wherevgx is thex component of the electron velocity

vgx5~Bx0 /B!v i1vdx , ~12!

~see Fig. 2!. Thus ds/dt is given by

ds

dt
5v i1

B

Bx0
vdx . ~13!

We can interpret ds as an infinitesimal length along the fie
line corresponding to the length dx5vgxdt; ds
5(B/Bx0)dx. In general the guiding-center velocityvg is not
parallel to the magnetic fieldB. Hence the guiding cente
does not move along the field line. For a stationary, o
dimensional problem (]/]t50 and ]/]y5]/]z50), all
quantities depend only onx. As a result, for any stationar
function f (x) we have

E
x1

x2
f ~x!~B/Bx0!dx5E

s1

s2
f ~s!ds, ~14!

wheres1 ands2 are the positions along the same field lin
their x positions arex1 andx2 , respectively.

If we define quantityF as

Ei52dF/ds, ~15!

then with the aid of~11! and the relationEi5E–B/B, we
have

F52E ~ExBx01Ey0By!

B

B

Bx0
dx, ~16!

which can be written as

F52E S Ex2
vshBz0By

cBx0
Ddx. ~17!

Using the electric potentialw and the vector potentialA (B
5¹3A), we find

F5w2~vsh/c!~Bz0 /Bx0!Az , ~18!

whereAz is thez component of the vector potential,

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of magnetic field, electron velocity, dx, and
length ds.
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Az52E By dx. ~19!

The quantitiesw and Bz have similar profiles, whileBy is
proportional to]Bz /]x.28,29 HenceAz and F have profiles
similar to w.

If we define quantityFl in the laboratory frame~the
subscriptl denotes the laboratory frame! as

Fl52E El i~Bl /Blx0!dxl , ~20!

then for a stationary, one-dimensional problem, that is, fo
case where wave profiles can be written asf (xl ,t l)5 f (xl

2vsht l), we find

Fl52E S Elx2
vshBlz0Bly

cBlx0
Ddxl . ~21!

One can readily show that it is related toF in the wave frame
as

F5gshFl , ~22!

wheregsh is defined as

gsh5~12vsh
2 /c2!21/2. ~23!

In Appendix B, we give a rough estimate of the maximu
value ofF, Eq. ~B9!, found from qualitative physical consid
erations.

Combining Eqs.~10! and ~18!, we eliminatew,

mev
2/22mev0

2/2

5e~F2F0!2~eEy0 /Bx0!S Az2Az01E vyBx0 dt D .

~24!

By virtue of the definition ofAz , ~19!, and the relation dx
5vx dt, this equation can be written as

mev
2/22mev0

2/2

5e~F2F0!1e~Ey0 /Bx0!E ~vxBy2vyBx0!dt. ~25!

Then, using thez component of the equation of motion, w
find

mev
2/22mev0

2/25e~F2F0!2mec~Ey0 /Bx0!~vz2vz0!.
~26!

In the drift approximation, the kinetic energy can be e
pressed as

mev
2/25me~v i

21vd
2!/21mB. ~27!

Hence, averaging Eq.~26! over the electron cyclotron period
we have

~me /2!~v i
21vd

2!1mB1mec~Ey0 /Bx0!vgz2eF

5~me /2!~v i0
2 1vd0

2 !1mB01mec~Ey0 /Bx0!vz02eF0 .

~28!

With the aid of thez component of Eq.~1!, we can eliminate
vgz and obtain
icense or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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~me /2!~v i2v rv!21K

5e~F2F0!2m~B2B0!1~me /2!~v i0
2 1vd0

2 !

2mec~Ey0 /Bx0!~vdz2vz0!2~me /2!vd
2 , ~29!

wherev rv andK are defined as

v rv52cEy0Bz /~Bx0B! ~.0!, ~30!

K52mev rv
2 /2 ~,0!. ~31!

If we eliminateEy0 by substituting Eq.~6! in Eq. ~30!, v rv
can be expressed as

v rv5vshBz0Bz /~Bx0B!. ~32!

We will see below that the velocityvgx is reversed when
v i5v rv . In the pulse region, the quantitye(F2F0) can be
much larger in magnitude than the other terms on the rig
hand side of Eq.~29! ~see Appendix B!. We denote the left-
hand side of Eq.~29! by Ee , i.e., Ee5(me /2)(v i2v rv)2

1K. As shown in Fig. 3, at a fixed pointx, Ee has its mini-
mum valueK whenv i5v rv . It is negative in the region

0,v i,2v rv . ~33!

Becausevdx5cEy0Bz /B2, it follows from Eq. ~12! that
vgx50 if v i5v rv . As can be seen from Eq.~4!, most of the
electrons have negative parallel velocities in the far upstre
region. Accordingly, we suppose that the initial parallel v
locity is negative,v i,0. If v i gradually increases and ex
ceedsv rv at a certain position, then thex component of the
guiding center velocity,vgx , changes from negative to pos
tive values there, i.e., it is reversed.

As an electron moves, i.e., asx changes, the quantitiesK,
F, B, etc., also vary. At any pointx, K is the minimum value
of the left-hand side of Eq.~29!. If there is a region where
the values of the right-hand side of Eq.~29! become smaller
than K, then the electron cannot enter there; it will be r
flected. We recall thatw, F, andBz have similar profiles and
that atx5xm the quantity (Bz /B) has a maximum value@see
Eq. ~7!#. BecauseK is proportional to (Bz /B)2, it will be
quite small (uKu is large! around the pointx5xm , andF is
large. In front of or behind the main pulse,F is relatively
small andK is relatively large;e(F2F0) could be smaller
than K. Thus, if the electron reflection occurs, it will be i
such regions.

In quasiperpendicular shocks, where (Bz0 /Bx0)@1, v rv
is large. HenceK has large negative values. Thus the elect
reflection in this mechanism will be difficult.

Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram of the trajectory

FIG. 3. Plot of functionEe(v i)5(me /2)(v i2v rv)21K at a fixedx position.
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guiding center. Here it is assumed that the reflection ta
place at pointD; the dotted line shows the orbit of a passin
electron. As an electron moves from pointA to C, it moves
to the negativey direction because of theEx3Bz drift. It
gains kinetic energyDE1 from the electric potential

DE15ew~xC!2ew~xA! ~.0!. ~34!

At the same time, it loses energyDE2 because of the electric
field Ey0

DE252eEy0~yC2yA! ~,0!. ~35!

The net change in the energy is therefore

DE5DE11DE2 . ~36!

Even though the magnitudes ofDE1 andDE2 are quite large,
they almost cancel when an electron moves with drift a
proximation; in particular, in a perpendicular pulse they ha
exactly the same magnitude andDE50.30 However, if an
electron is reflected and moves fromD to E, then it would
gain energies from bothEx andEy0 . As a result, the increas
in energy is

DE5DE11DE3 , ~37!

whereDE3 is defined as

DE352eEy0~yE2yA! ~.0!. ~38!

IV. ESTIMATE OF ENERGY INCREASE

Next, we will obtain the maximum energy of a reflecte
electron. Because it can have quite high energy, we will
the relativistic equation of motion

me

d~gv!

dt
52eS E1

v3B

c D , ~39!

where g is the Lorentz factor. For the stationary, on
dimensional system being considered, this can be integr
to give the energy conservation equation

megc22meg0c25e~w2w0!2eEy0E vy dt. ~40!

This is a relativistic form of Eq.~10!. Again, using the quan-
tities F, Az , and the equation of motion, we can rewrite E
~40! as

megc22meg0c2

5e~F2F0!2mec~Ey0 /Bx0!~gvz2g0vz0!. ~41!

If we define quantityh as

h5mec
22mevshBz0vz /Bx0 , ~42!

FIG. 4. Schematic diagram of electron orbit in (x, y) plane.
icense or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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then from Eq.~41! we have

g5@e~F2F0!1h0g0#/h. ~43!

Equation ~42! indicates thath is positive if Bz0 /Bx0 is of
order unity. IfBz0 /Bx0 is much greater than unity, thenh can
be negative. In addition, Eq.~43! shows that, if the initial
value ofh is positive,h0.0, thenh is always positive in the
region where (F2F0) is positive.

We show in Fig. 5 a schematic diagram of the functio
@e(F2F0)1h0g0#. We suppose thatF has a maximum
value atx5xm and has a minimum value right behind th
main pulse. If the reflection occurs, it would be in this dip,
suggested in Sec. III. The reflection point will be denoted
xr . In the top panel this functione(F2F0)1h0g0 is always
positive. In the second one it becomes negative right beh
the main pulse; however its maximum value is positive (h0

can be either positive or negative!. In the bottom one it is
always negative. For the present acceleration mechanism
top panel is the most important; the strong acceleration ta
place in this case.

Such dips would not be present in the perfectly stati
ary solutions.24–29 In large-amplitude magnetosonic wave
however, nonstationary dips can be generated.13,14 Here we
just assume that there is a dip behind the main pulse
discuss its effects on particle orbits.

First we consider the top panel in Fig. 5: An electr
with positiveh0 is reflected at a certain point near the end
the main pulse. We will show that, after the reflection,h has
its minimum ~positive! value at x5xm ; henceg has its
maximum value there.

As mentioned earlier, the parallel velocityv i is already
positive when an electron is reflected, i.e., whenvgx is re-
versed, even if its initial value is negative. After the refle
tion, v i will be increased by the~positive! parallel electric
force. BecauseEi changes its sign atx5xm , v i will have a
maximum value atx5xm ~unlessvx changes to negative
values again before reaching the pointxm). The parallel ve-
locity will become the dominant component in the electr
velocity, v;v iB/B. The quantityBz /B as well asw andBz

FIG. 5. Schematic diagram of quantity@e(F2F0)1h0g0#. In the top panel,
this quantity is always positive. In the second panel, it is negative in the
In the bottom panel, it is always negative.
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has a maximum value at this point. Thusvz , which can be
approximated asvz;v iBz /B, will also have the maximum
value there. Becauseh0 and (Fm2F0) are both positive,h is
positive atx5xm . In addition, Eq.~42! indicates thath de-
creases~draws closer to zero! asvz increases. Hence,h of a
reflected electron will have a minimum positive value atx
5xm . Its energyg will therefore have a maximum valu
there. If h can be close to zero, theng would become quite
large.

If Bx0 is small andvz0 has a large positive value, thenh0

becomes small~can even be negative!. We now consider
such particles — the second panel in Fig. 5. Also in this ca
vz will have larger values after the reflection; thush will
decrease. At the reflection point in the dip, the quan
@e(F2F0)1h0g0# is negative. Consequently,h(xr),0. If
the reflection occurs, the electron would move in the posit
x direction. Becausevz increases,h will further decrease.
Hence, the particle would never be able to penetrate the
gion again wherehg.0. The strong acceleration in thi
mechanism, therefore, will not take place.

Next, we consider a case where the quantity@e(F
2F0)1h0g0# is always negative~the bottom panel in Fig.
5!. Then,h is always negative. If the reflection occurs atx
5xr , then uhu would increase whileue(F2F0)1h0g0u
would decrease. Hence, even if the particle reaches the p
xm , g would not have an extremely large value. Therefo
the strong acceleration is not expected.

We can estimate the maximum valuegm in the wave
frame by substituting the maximum value ofF, Eq. ~B12!, in
Eq. ~43!. The maximumg in the laboratory frame can b
obtained by the Lorentz transformation as

g lm5gsh~11vxvsh/c2!gm.gshgm . ~44!

Now let us consider a case whereh becomes quite small
h.0, atx5xm . There the electron speed would be close
the speed of lightc. Hence, roughly, we havevz;cBz /B.
The quantityh can then be expressed as

h5mec
2S 12gsh

vsh

c

Bz

B
tanu D , ~45!

where tanu5Blz0 /Blx0 . Here we have used the relation
Bz05gshBlz0 and Bx05Blx0 . BecauseBz becomes quite
large in the shock region, we may put asBz /B;1. Equation
~45! then suggests that the electron energy can become
tremely large when

gsh~vsh/c!tanu51, ~46!

or, equivalently,

c cosu5vsh. ~47!

V. SIMULATION STUDIES

A. Simulation method

We further study the electron acceleration by using
one-dimensional~one space coordinate and three veloc
components!, relativistic, electromagnetic, particle simula
tion code with full ion and electron dynamics.31 The total
system length isLx54096Dg for most of the simulation

p.
icense or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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runs, whereDg is the grid spacing. All lengths and velocitie
in the simulations were normalized toDg and vpeDg , re-
spectively, wherevpe is the spatially averaged plasma fr
quency.

We use a bounded plasma model. The plasma is lim
to the region 400,x,3696. The particles are specularly r
flected atx5400 and atx53696. The radiation leaving th
plasma region is absorbed in the vacuum regions, 0,x
,400 and 3696,x,4096. Thus the electromagnetic inte
actions between the two plasma boundaries through
vacuum regions are made negligibly small.12

In most of the plasma region, i.e., in 500,x,3696,
each particle species initially has a uniform density and ha
Maxwellian velocity distribution function. In the small re
gion, 400,x,480, the plasma density is four times as hi
as that in the main region. That is, the initial plasma den
can be written as

ne54n0 for 400,x,x1 ,

ne54n0 exp@2~x2x1!2/~2d2!# for x1,x,500,

ne5n0 for 500,x,3696.

Here x15480 andd512. In the high-density region, 40
,x,480, particles have shifted Maxwellian velocity distr
bution functions with average velocityvps; f j;exp@2(v
2vps)

2/(2vT j
2 )#, where the subscriptj refers to particle spe

cies. These particles act as a piston. They push the neigh
ing particles and excite a shock wave. We can change
shock strength by changing the magnitude ofvps; the veloc-
ity vps is perpendicular to the external magnetic field so t
no particles have extremely large parallel speeds initia
More detailed description about the simulation code can
found in Ref. 12.

The simulation parameters are as follows. The num
of simulation particles isNi5Ne5262,144. The ion-to-
electron mass ratio ismi /me5100. The ratiovce /vpe is
vce /vpe53.0 in the far upstream region. The electron a
ion thermal velocities arevTe /c50.38 andvTi /c50.01, re-
spectively. The Alfve´n speed isvA /c50.3. The electron
skin depth isc/vpe54Dg . The time step is sufficiently
small, vpeDt50.02, so thatDt is much smaller than the
plasma and cyclotron periods even in the shock region. A
the theoretical model, the external magnetic field is in
(x,z) plane, and waves propagate in thex direction.

B. Simulation results

First, we study a shock with the propagation angleu
545°; i.e.,Bx05Bz0 . Figure 6 shows profiles ofBz in the
shock wave at various times. Here, the magnetic field is n
malized to Bz0 . The Mach number is observed to beM
52.3, i.e., the shock speed isvsh52.3vA . The maximum
value of Bz is 4–5 times as large asBz0 . The main pulse
propagates nearly steadily. However, the profile is not p
fectly stationary.

Figure 7 displays field profiles atvpet5680; here the
magnetic and electric fields are both normalized toB0 . As
the theory predicts,28,29 Ey and Bz have similar profiles,
while Ex , Ez , and By are quite small in magnitude at th
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point whereBz has its maximum value. Figure 8 show
phase space plots of electrons atvpet5680. In the shock
region, ultrarelativistic electrons are produced. The ma
mum value of Lorentz factors isg.130. We also see thatpx

andpz have greater values thanpy , which is consistent with
the picture that the parallel velocity is dominant in the m
tion of high-energy electrons. From Figs. 7 and 8, we s
that some electrons are reflected near the end of the m
pulse and that the high-energy electrons are present in
shock region.

Figure 9 shows profiles ofEi , F, and the electric poten
tial w at vpet5650 and atvpet5680. The quantitiesF̃ and
w̃ denote eF/(mec

2) and ew/(mec
2), respectively. The

quantitiesF andw were obtained in the simulation by

F~x!52Ex

Ei~B/Bx0!dx, ~48!

w~x!52Ex

Ex dx. ~49!

As mentioned earlier, roughly speaking, the parallel elec
field Ei is positive in the region where]Bz /]x and ]F/]x
are negative. It is negative in the region where they are p
tive. Comparing the plots at different times, we see that

FIG. 7. Snapshots of field profiles. Electric and magnetic field profiles
vpet5680 are plotted. They are normalized toB0 .

FIG. 6. Magnetic field profiles of an oblique shock at various times.
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wave profiles are not perfectly stationary. They vary w
time with small amplitudes. In particular, as shown in t
plot at vpet5680, F sometimes becomes negative near
end of the main pulse, where the electron reflection can t
place.

Next, we will study trajectories of electrons; we will fin
that it is the reflected electrons that gain great energies.
ure 10 displays time variations of (x2vsht), y, z, andg of
electrons in a shock withvsh51.75vA ; (x2vsht) is the x
position in the wave frame. The lengths are normalized to
electron skin depthc/vpe . ~Here the system size is half o
that in the previous run; the other parameters such asNe /Lx

are the same.! Two typical examples are presented here. T
thick lines show an electron that was accelerated, and
thin lines represent an electron that was not accelerated;
the low-energy electron here has energyg.10 in the shock
region andg.5 behind the shock. In all four panels, th
low- and high-energy electrons both have small-amplitu
cyclotron oscillations with short periods,vpet&20; note that
the cyclotron period depends ong as well as the field
strengthB. At the same time, the accelerated electron ha
large-amplitude, long-period oscillation with periodvpet

FIG. 8. Phase space plots of electrons.

FIG. 9. Profiles ofEi , F, and w at two different times. Here,F̃ and w̃
denoteeF/(mec

2) andew/(mec
2), respectively.
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.170; it begins when the particle enters the shock,vpet
5180, and continues until the end of this simulation ru
~Simulations show that this period increases withg. To ob-
serve this oscillation as many times as possible, we h
chosen here the case whereg is not so large.! For compari-
son with Fig. 4, we show the times corresponding to poi
B, C, D, and E. From the long-period oscillation of (x
2vsht) in the top panel, we see that the electron that w
become high energy is reflected and then trapped by
shock wave. On the other hand, the quantity (x2vsht) of the
low-energy electron keeps decreasing, which means that
particle passes through the shock region without strong
teractions. The second panel shows that they position of the
accelerated electron also oscillates, while the third one sh
thatz increases rapidly after the reflection. The average va
of velocity vz over the period fromvpet5220 to 400 is
vz /c.0.6, and the value ofvz at maximum g is vz /c
.0.8. The maximumg in the bottom panel isg.40.

By the Lorentz transformation of these data, we can fi
v and B in the wave frame. At the time and position o
maximum g, they are v5c(0.27, 0.13, 0.95! and B
5B0(0.70, 0.16, 2.56!. This confirms our statement in th
previous section thatv i is the dominant component inv
there, i.e.,vz.v iBz /B.

According to the theory,~47!, electron energies can b
extremely high at some angles and shock speeds. To ex
ine this prediction, we have carried out several simulatio
with different values of the propagation angleu, keeping
other parameters unchanged;Lx54096Dg , vce /vpe53.0,
andvsh.2.1vA . Figure 11 shows the maximum value ofg
as a function of the propagation angleu. Here the electron
energy takes the highest value at the angleu.52°. For these
simulation parameters, Eq.~47! predicts thatg takes a peak
value atu.53°. Thus the theory and simulation are in go
agreement. Further, we carried out simulations with differ
values of the shock speedvsh; the propagation angle is fixe
to beu545°. Figure 12 shows the maximum value ofg as a

FIG. 10. Time variations of (x2vsht), y, z, andg of electrons. The lengths
are normalized to the electron skin depthc/vpe .
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function of the shock speedvsh. The observed values have
peak atvsh/c.0.7. For these parameters, Eq.~47! predicts
that g takes large values forvsh /c.0.71. Again, the theory
and simulation are in good agreement.

VI. SUMMARY

We have studied electron motion in a shock wave pro
gating obliquely to a magnetic field. First, we analytica
discussed electron motion in an oblique shock wave. I
pointed out that, if an electron is reflected near the end o
large-amplitude pulse, it would gain a great deal of ene
from the electric field formed in the wave. The condition f
the reflection is then examined. Further, the maximum
ergy of a reflected electron is estimated, and its depende
on plasma parameters is discussed. Next, we investigate
shock evolution and associated electron acceleration by
ing a one-dimensional, relativistic, electromagnetic, parti
simulation code with full ion and electron dynamics. It w
shown that an oblique shock can produce ultrarelativi
electrons; Lorentz factors withg*100 have been observed
As the theory predicts, at certain propagation angles elec
energies become extremely high. The electron reflection
resultant acceleration takes place when the wave amplitud
large and the magnetic field is rather strong,vce*vpe .

In the present paper, strong electron acceleration
been demonstrated. As for future work, it would be desira
to develop further the quantitative theory for large-amplitu
oblique waves. The evaluation of the electric field stren
along the magnetic field will be especially important, whi
will enable us to estimate the maximum energy more ac

FIG. 11. Maximumg vs propagation angleu. The propagation speeds fo
these shocks arevsh.2.1vA .

FIG. 12. Maximumg vs shock speedvsh. The propagation angleu is fixed
to beu545°.
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rately. From the view point of nonlinear wave propagatio
motion of trapped electrons and their effects on the wa
evolution are also quite interesting.

APPENDIX A: RELATIONS AMONG QUANTITIES

We here describe relations among the physical variab
using the approximation appropriate for low-frequency ma
netosonic waves with small amplitudes~for details of the
calculations, see Ref. 29!. We assume quasineutrality,n
.ni.ne , and use the following stretched variables:

t5e3/2t, ~A1!

j5e1/2~x2vp0t !, ~A2!

(vp0 is the wave propagation speed in the long-wavelen
limit in a finite beta plasma! and expansion

n5n01en11e2n21¯, ~A3!

Ey5eEy11e2Ey21¯, ~A4!

Bz5Bz01eBz11e2Bz21¯. ~A5!

Then, we can express the lowest order perturbations in te
of n1 as

Bz1 /B05cEy1 /~B0vp0!5@~vp0
2 2cs

2!/vA
2 sinu#~n1 /n0!,

~A6!

cEz1

B0
52

vp0By1

B0

5
~vce2vci!

vcevci

~vp0
2 2cs

2!vp0
2

~vp0
2 2vA

2 cos2 u!

cotu

n0

]n1

]j
. ~A7!

Herecs is the sound speed,cs
25(Gepe01G i pi0)/(n0mi) with

G j ( j 5e or i ) the specific heat ratio andpj 0 the equilibrium
pressure. We can obtain the Korteweg–de Vries equation
proceeding to the next order,O(e5/2).

The relations~A6! and ~A7! are valid, even when the
wave profile is not soliton-like. That is, perturbations prop
gating in the same direction withvx;vp0 have the relations
~A6! and ~A7!.

APPENDIX B: MAGNITUDES OF E i AND F

For a nonrelativistic, small-amplitude oblique magne
sonic wave, the electric field parallel to the magnetic fie
Ei , has been analytically obtained.32 However, for a large-
amplitude wave, it will be quite difficult to obtainEi in a
rigorous manner. Here, on the basis of a simple phys
picture, we will give a rough estimate of the parallel elect
field Ei in a relativistic, large-amplitude, oblique shoc
wave. Further, by using it, we will obtain the maximu
value of the quantityF.

We consider the wave frame. In the fluid model, t
equation of motion may be written as

mj

d~g jvj !

dt
5qjE1qj

vj3B

c
. ~B1!
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Here the pressure term is neglected. The subscriptj refers to
ions j 5 i or electronsj 5e. The time derivative d/dt is de-
fined as

d

dt
5

]

]t
1vj–“. ~B2!

We denote byb the unit vector along the magnetic field
Then multiplying Eq.~B1! by b, we have

mj

d~g jb–vj !

dt
2mjg jvj–

db

dt
5qjEi . ~B3!

Let t1 be the time when a fluid element is at the leadi
edge of the shock~the location where the shock profile b
gins to sharply rise! and t2 the time when it is at the poin
xm ; xm is the location where the electric potential and ma
netic field take their maximum values. Then, integrati
from t1 to t2 , we find for the ions

mi~g i2b2–vi22g i1b1–vi1!2mi^g ivi&–~b22b1!

.eEi
D

u^v ix&u
. ~B4!

Here the bracket indicates the mean value over the time
riod (t22t1), andD is the shock width. We have a relatio
(t22t1).D/u^v ix&u. For oblique shocks,D will be of the
order of the ion inertial length,D.c/vpi . The velocity at
time t1 is vi152vshex , whereex is the unit vector in thex
direction. The velocityv ix will be slowed down by the lon-
gitudinal electric field. Thusv ix2 will be smaller in magni-
tude thanv ix1 . BecauseBz is large at the pointxm and
By(xm);0, the unit vectorb2 is nearly parallel to thez di-
rection. Consequently, the inner product (b2–vi2) will be
quite small; here we neglect thez component ofvi2 . Since
the x component ofb1 is given byBx0 /B0 , we have

mi~g i1vsh1^g iv ix&!Bx0 /B0.eEiD/u^v ix&u. ~B5!

This gives the strength of the parallel electric field as

eEi.
mivsh

2

D

u^v ix&u
vsh

S g i11
^g iv ix&

vsh
D Bx0

B0
. ~B6!

Becauseuv ixu is smaller thanvsh, the range ofu^v ix&u is
expected to be 1/2&u^v ix&u/vsh,1, except maybe for ex
tremely strong shock waves. In fact, if we assume a sim
time dependence ofv ix ,

v ix52vsh@12a1~ t2t1!/~ t22t1!# for t1<t<t2 ,
~B7!

with a1 a constant (0<a1<1), then, after integrating ove
time, we havê v ix&52vsh(12a1/2).

The Lorentz factor for the fluid ion will be close to unity
Accordingly, for instance, if the ion fluid velocityv ix is de-
creased to a value;2vsh/2, then the value of the content i
the parentheses would be about 1/4.

The electron speed will be;vsh when the electrons en
counter the shock and will be close to the speed of li
when they are at the pointxm . If we assume that the electro
velocity is nearly parallel to the field line in the shock regio
then (v–db/dt) can be neglected. Hence we have
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me~2ge2c1ge1vshBx0 /B0!.2eEi~ t22t1!. ~B8!

The second term on the left-hand side,ge1vshBx0 /B0 , can be
neglected compared with the first termge2c. The ions and
electrons will have nearly the same time period (t22t1) to
keep charge neutrality. Substituting Eq.~B6! in ~B8! yields

ge2.
mivsh

mec
S g i11

^g iv ix&
vsh

D Bx0

B0
. ~B9!

At x5xm , vz can be estimated asvz.2cBz /B ~for reflected
electrons the sign is reversed!. For a large-amplitude shock
the ratioBz /B is an order-unity quantity there. The quanti
h defined by Eq.~42! is obtained as

h2.mec
2@11vshBz0 /~cBx0!#. ~B10!

If we average Eq.~43! over electrons in a small volum
element, we have

^hg&5e~F2F0!1mec
2^g0&. ~B11!

Here we used the relation̂vz0&50. If electrons have the
velocity vz.2cBz /B at x5xm , then we find the maximum
value ofF from Eq. ~43! as

e~Fm2F0!.h2ge22mec
2^g0&. ~B12!

In many practical cases, we can take^g0& to be order unity.
Roughly speaking, the quantitye(Fm2F0) is of the or-

der of micvsh. It is, therefore, much greater than electro
thermal energymevTe

2 (;mB) and drift kinetic energymevd
2

(;mevsh
2 ).
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